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 The present conceptual paper focused on the ex-convicts from prisons to society stories of 

highs and lows. Incarcerations, utmost generally known as corrective institutions, have been an 

integral part of the Criminal Justice System along with the Police and the Courts. Indeed though 

incarcerations and sentencing vary from country to country, they all operate in same manner, for 

illustration to judgment culprits and help farther damage to society. malefactors are generally 

transferred to captivity when a legal penalty is assessed on them. Captivity is considered to be as the 

last resort. In once many decades, incarcerations have been a controversial content. Recent trends 

have shown disapprobation of the captivity system by the public. There has been lot of debate on 

whether or not incarcerations are effective. This abstract opens with a converse of what 

incarcerations are in general aesthetics at analysis and evaluation made by scholars, criminologists, 

and sociologists on incarcerations as well as provides perceptivity into possible reforms to enhance 

incarcerations ’ effectiveness. According to Christianson, “ A captivity is any institution or device 

that holds a interned in guardianship ”. incarcerations live since ancient times. They did n’t serve as 

a form of discipline back also but were used to hold individualities until they admit their discipline 

which included beheading, the death penalty, and public smirching. Crime and discipline are both 

public acts. The present paper focused on the study of discuss the ex-convicts from prisons to society 

stories of highs and lows with prime objectives are (i) To understand the ex-convicts from prisons to 

society stories in India. (ii) To analyses the rights of ex-convicts from prisons to society. (iii) To 

discuss the ex-convicts from prisons to society stories of highs and lows in India. The methodology of 

the research is a different type involving an interpretative, conversation, observation and study 

secondary sources, like books, articles, journals, thesis, university news, expert opinion, and websites, 

etc. 
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According to Composition 14 of the Indian Constitution, the State shall not deny to any 

existent within the home of India the equivalency before the law or the equal protection of the 

laws. As a result, Composition 14 of the Indian Constitution introduced the generalities of 

reasonable bracket and the idea that love should be treated also. The Constitution of India and 

in particular, the Composition 14 and its abecedarian freedoms serve as a companion and 

foundation for the jail authorities to identify different internee orders and their groups with 

the thing of reformation. 

mortal quality is integral to mortal rights. In a series of rulings, the Supreme Court has 

expressed grave concern over the inhuman treatment of captures and gave the applicable 

instructions to the captivity and police authorities for guarding their rights. A mortal being’s 

treatment that violates mortal quality, subjects him to gratuitous agony, and lowers him to the 

status of a beast would really be arbitrary and subject to challenge under Composition 14 of 

the Indian Constitution. 

Objectives of the Study:  

(i) To understand the ex-convicts from prisons to society stories in India.  

(ii) To analyses the rights of ex-convicts from prisons to society.                  

(iii) To discuss the ex-convicts from prisons to society stories of highs and lows in India. 

RIGHTS OF PRISONERS : 
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RIGHTS OF PRISONERS : 

Right to Legal Aid: 

Although the Indian Constitution doesn't easily establish the right to legal aid, legal 

professionals constantly show liberality to captures who can not pay it or who could freely 

communicate a legal counsel. The 42nd Amendment Act, 1976 lists free legal aid as one of 

the Directive Principles of State Policy in Article 39- A of the Indian Constitution. Although 

the Constitution’s composition on free legal aid is the most important and unequivocal, courts 

may not always have the authority to apply it. nevertheless, following these rules is essential 

to applying the right laws. According to Composition 37 of the Indian Constitution, the State 

must follow these guidelines. 

Right to Speedy Trial: 

The saying “ Justice hastened is Justice upset ” refers to how important a speedy trial is to a 

fair trial. Hence, a balance must be struck between the indicter’s right to a nippy trial and the 

execution’s right to a fair occasion to prove the indicter’s guilt. Composition 21 of the Indian 

Constitution is where the idea of a fast trial originates. One of the crucial objects of the 

felonious equity vehicle system is the ready trial of crimes. incontinently after the court 

accepts the allegation, the execution must be instructed to reject the shamefaced party and 

clear the innocent bone. 

The abecedarian principle of cultivated felonious law is that a person is supposed innocent 

until and until they're set up shamefaced of the charged offense. Composition 14(2) of the 

1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights recognizes the presumption of 

innocence as a mortal right. According to Composition 11( 1) of the 1948 Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, anybody indicted of a crime has the right to a public trial 

where they will be supposed innocent unless proven shamefaced in agreement with the law 

and will be given all the protections essential for their defense. 

Right to a Fair Trial: 

It would n’t be an overestimation of effects to say that a Fair Trial is the edifice of felonious 

law and, in a sense, an definitive element of a popular, Rule of Law- grounded society. 

Denying a fair trial is original to crucifixion of mortal rights. It's ingrained in the idea of 

fairness in the legal system. While emphasizing the principle of a fair trial and the operation 

of the same during the trial, it's needed of the Courts to determine whether, in a particular 

case or order of cases, reversal of the judgment of conviction due tonon-compliance with a 
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certain provision is ineluctable or depends on reaching an undisputed conclusion that 

substantial injustice has passed. 

Right to Live a Life with Quality: 

The Indian Constitution guarantees every citizen the right to live a life of quality. The 

captures are likewise granted this honor since their conviction doesn't render them inhuman. 

This right is a pivotal element of the Indian constitution’s provision of the right to life. Every 

person’s life is precious, and anyhow of the circumstances, they should be treated with 

quality to enable them to continue living. 

Right to Meet One’s Family: 

The compass of mortal rights is an ever growing conception and captures ’ rights have been 

conceded inversely in order to spare them from both physical suffering and internal torture. 

The right to solicit one’s family and musketeers is plainly covered by the particular Liberty 

guaranteed by Composition 21 of the Indian Constitution. 

captures ought to admit both physical and internal protection. individualities must get 

together in order to change information; this is a introductory mortal right. Being their legal 

agents, consult attorneys make opinions that directly impact the case of the condemned. 

Right to Life and Personal Liberty: 

The Honorable Supreme Court has constantly upheld the applicability of Composition 21 and 

applied its ruling in several cases. The meaning of the word “ life, ” as used by FieldJ. in the 

well- known case of Kharak Singhv. State of UP, has been broadened. In the forenamed case, 

the court decided that the term “ life ” refers to further than just an beast’s actuality. The 

prohibition against its loss applies to all the branches and faculties that are used to enjoy life. 

The law also forbids the destruction of any other part of the body through which the soul 

communicates with the body, similar as an arm or a leg, an eye, or another organ. 

Landmark Cases: 

In the depths of Composition 21 of the Indian Constitution, the honorable courts of India 

have introduced colorful abecedarian rights for captures. In the case of Sunil Batrav. Delhi 

Administration, it was decided upon that captures have the right to visits from their family 

members in order to cover them from internal torture and maintain internal peace. This was a 

corner decision that also upheld the right of captures to internal health. Every person has 

rights that are defended by Composition 21 and can not have those rights violated, not indeed 

by the state’s authority. 
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In the case of State of Maharashtrav. Prabhakar Pandurang set up that a internee has the right 

to express their passions in jotting and can publish that in the frame of the right to particular 

liberty. The alternate right is to pay fair stipend to captures for the work they've performed 

while confined. This has been done in multitudinous precedents, including Mahammad 

Giasuddinv. State ofA.P., People’s Union for Popular Rightsv. Union of India, state of 

Gujaratv. Hon’ble High Court of Gujarat, and Gurdev Singhv. State of Himachal Pradesh, 

with the thing of enabling captures to lead tone- sufficient lives after their release. To be 

specific, it was decided that compensation must be paid and shouldn't be lower than the 

minimal paycheck. 

A internee’s Life Story: 

1. At ‘ Parappana Agrahara ’, Central Prison in Bangalore, there are about 4,500 captures, 

belonging to nearly all the countries in India, and the Union homes too. There are nonnatives 

men and women, caught in colorful types of crimes proved or not. Yes, rich, socially who are 

well out, find release or bail briskly than ordinary or who are at the lower strata in the social 

graduation. 

At Parappana Agrahara in the Women’s Section, where there are 120 to 150 women, on 

Fridays they've common prayer. Those who wish, come and take part in the ‘ Praise and 

Worship. ’ At the end of the prayer, as usual, we PMI members present, lay our hands on 

them and supplicate. Right before, the last raw, I noticed a youthful woman, ‘ like the woman 

with two coins, ’ whom Jesus respected, I noticed, a youthful woman, head completely 

covered, not daring to lift her head grandly. For she was a foreigner, didn't know the common 

language to discourse with others. I coming from a tutoring background, as usual, my 

attention went to the reverse bencher who wasn't lifting her head, abnegated to her fortune. 

My attention went to her; I took her down from the rest, and got into discussion. She could 

discourse in Hindi, and I was happy to get into her world. She's Makku Maya Lama, from 

Nepal. How come, such a youthful woman of 33 times, with a good hubby and three academy 

going children, leaving before in Nepal, this Makku then sagging in the Indian Captivity! 

Strange I felt. Her face didn't look for me like a person, able of any crime. Talking to her 

numerous a time, on my visits, I was induced; Makku Maya Lama was deceived by the 

agents in Nepal itself. Her country, the area she lived had experienced some natural disasters, 

the earthquake made them vacate the place, and they lost everything. 

3. Makku Maya Lama was locked on19/06/2015. She didn't waste her time in the captivity. 

Neither took part in the usual gossip. She was attending Kannada classes and she stood first 

in the class. She was awarded a “ chembu ” vessel to cost adulation milk. I asked her, when 
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she was with us, “ Maya, where is your gift, I do n’t see it with you! ” “ No Family, I didn't 

bring then, I gave that one, on the same day, to another lady, Gauramma, who didn't have a 

vessel to get buttermilk. ” Oh! Good, I said. Makku was a keen bystander. The Lady police 

frequently said, “ Yaava Kelasa aadharu agabahudu, ee jailina kelasa bedave bedappa!) “ any 

work is alright, but working in the captivity do n’t want at each. ” Within eight months, 

Makku could speak Kannada easily! She attended prayers regularly and spend time in reading 

books Sisters gave her. “ Makku, you speak Hindi so well, where as your hubby isn't so 

fluent, I've to repeat the judgment three times, your children also do n’t understand Hindi. ” I 

said. “ After coming to the Captivity, then, there are so numerous speaking Hindi, talking to 

them I've learned Hindi. ” She said. 

High Court Lawyer was good and gave us 90 concession, also he told us, to communicate a 

counsel at Devanahalli where Makku was arrested. God handed us a good Lawyer, but he 

didn't give us concession, but took a little further. We'll have to see his face in the future for 

the release of other captures, so we obliged. On the day, Makku had to be released we were 

on time at Devanahalli. They told us it would be in the morning. But they brought her at3.00 

pm. She was taken to stand before the Judge, a Lady Judge who looked veritably simple, who 

turned the runners of her train, for a while and declared, “ Makku Maya Lama is released 

moment. ” I was called to restate her words in Hindi and tell Makku that she was released. 

Along with my restatement, gashes of joy also dropped down, which I didn't want to show to 

anyone. Yes, numerous times, we had to meet the attorneys. This labour of love, didn't make 

a person tired. From Devana halli they brought her to Parappana Agrahara to the Captivity, 

where she had to complete all the formalities, and when she was released it was9.00 pm 

of3.03.2016. staying outside the captivity was another unique indelible experience. 

Mosquitoes in plenitude, your two hands aren't enough, and also you see only men in livery, 

moving quietly on duty. You also see slapdash tykes , do n’t know, what couriers they are. 

When I saw, Makku coming out through the gate gate, with a small bag in the hand, I felt so 

enraptured, a blood relation, a part of me is set free. We hired a gharry, and reached the 

Convent. We had our supper in the Convent. She wasn't fussy about the food, we walked to 

the Tabernacle, thanked God for all the prodigies that God had done in our lives. A room was 

prepared for her in the Hostel, I told her our time table, we rise at5.00 am, start our prayer 

at5.30 am we've Mass at6.30 and so on. I told her to sleep as important as she wanted. At7.30 

am I would be knocking at her door, to take her for breakfast. To my surprise Makku was in 

the Tabernacle at5.40 am. She had two or three books with her, busy reading and soliciting. 

She attended all our prayers. occasionally she was before us in the Tabernacle especially in 

the autumn and in the evening. Nearly two weeks she was our honoured guest. I took her out, 

on my visits. Indeed our SVP member, Michel invited Makku and me for a regale and blessed 

her so numerous effects. Our Community was generous. Our two PMI members Mrs Lorraine 

and Mrs Annie were veritably probative. Mrs Lorraine, though her sick parents demanded lot 

of attention, she had to rush to Mumbai now and also, she was then with her vehicle to reach 

Makku to the field. We wanted Makku to reach her country, without any problem, so, I 

brought the “ Detention Certificate ” from the captivity with all the details, that she's 

acquitted from the captivity. We counted her luggage, which was a many kilos more, didn't 

feel like abating! Another phenomenon was staying for us at the Airport, two families we set 
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up travelling to Nepal, who were too happy to take care of Makku. We gestured each other 

till she faded. There was silence and gashes. Though I wished her to remain in India veritably 

much, but my inner voice told me, how important her family must be staying for her! Makku 

belongs to her family and not me. Her family has accepted Faith and she's growing in that 

New set up Faith. God be praised! 

Conclusion: 

One of the worst groups of mortal beings fated to experience a clear abecedarian right being 

violated is captures. The Supreme Court has reaffirmed the principle that the loss of 

abecedarian rights doesn't affect from imprisonment. The Supreme Court has so formally 

stated that a internee’s abecedarian rights remain an enforceable reality, indeed if they're 

constrained due to their incarceration. 
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